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I

NTERNATIONAL surveys show
consistently that more than one-intwo job-holders are in the wrong job
– but choose to do nothing about it.
Longer hours and heightened levels
of stress play a far greater part in a
professional career than 10 years ago
and most people spend more time
planning their annual holiday than their
future work life.
When jobs are plentiful people drift to the
most accessible ones; in a recession they take
what they can get. What’s missing in either
case is a process to match your job with your
skills, your expertise, your way of working so
that you can have a career and not just a job.
To do this you have to be your own career
detective – ferreting out hard-to-get information, making contacts and ultimately making sense of a lot of data. Most people need
help with this; when we do this for ourselves
we can run into self-doubt or over-confidence.
To put things into perspective - you need to
work like detectives using the following:

things to find our dream career.
OUR KNOWLEDGE
Expertise and Experience
WITNESS STATEMENTS
Feedback from our friends, colleagues,
peers and mentors
INTUITION AND LOGIC
The ability to deal with our situation logically and systematically and, at the same
time, to be creative in seeing opportunities where others may see problems.
A NETWORK
Contacts who can make things easier for
us – and who we can help in return. It
also means staying clear of people who
are cynical, toxic or just plain unhelpful.
PERSISTENCE
Many give up the job of working on
their career plan because of apathy, or
just get discouraged. A good detective
doesn’t let the case go because nobody
can see a solution- to succeed you need
good information, good logic and a bit
of good luck.

THE FORENSICS
Ability and personality tests to get some
objectivity into the process.

GOALS
To be clear what you want and what you
don’t want; to be able to distinguish between wants and needs and to set goals
that are right for you.

YOUR SKILLS
To work with people, information and

What is my career?
What am I looking for?
A CAREER could be defined as a plan or
blueprint of your working life.
To have a successful career means that the
right things happen at the right time and that
you move upwards to achieve your potential.
If something unforeseen happens you will
need a plan to put you back on course – or
change to a better one.
Each career plan is unique and this book
offers a blueprint which will include the successful elements of your career.

1

WHAT AM I LOOKING FOR?
A job? A career? A particular lifestyle? It’s
your decision. You should set your sights on
career so that you can do work you enjoy
and be rewarded for it. You will need a job
that will do more than just pay the bills.
YES, A CAREER PLAN
REALLY IS NECESSARY
1. There will be constant changes in your
work, life style and environment until the
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WHAT

Elements of the
career process

Your transferable
skills

WHEN
Your goals

WHY

WHERE
Your interests
and field of
activity

Success
Values
Drivers
Your thinking

WHO

HOW

Your network

Your commitment
and your plans

and contacts

day you retire or die.
2. In the 21st Century managing your career
will be something that will need to be done
by you and nobody else.
3. You will be judged on job performance
and delivery of results – if you are in the
right job for yourself it will be easier to meet
demanding objectives. If you are not – you
may suffer stress and burnout.
4. Your standard of living and security of
employment may suffer unless you actively
manage your career.
5. Your life outside work may suffer unless
you manage the boundaries between work
and the rest of your life.
WHAT WILL THE
REWARDS BE FOR ME?
1. Your work will match
your capacity to do it.
2. You’re more likely to be
paid what you’re really worth.
3. You will find the job and
the work that is right for you’
rather than taking the first
thing that comes.
4. You will be better
equipped to deal with
change in the workplace.
5. You will be recognised
as being proactive, engaged,
successful – and unique!

Career planning
is a cyclical
process which
involves keeping
the following
main elements
under constant
review.
Before planning,
moving to or
moving from
your current
career or role you
need to identify
the following
elements

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
A CAREER OR A JOB?
Ask yourself a few questions:
WHY – Find your reasons
What do you mean by success? What are you
really looking for – beyond salary and position?
WHAT – Are your transferable skills?
Identify the core skills you have built up
over your life and career to date and identify
any skills gaps you may must close to move
forward. This also means taking a look at
what you have done to date in your life and
work and taking stock of yourself.
WHERE – Are your interests and the fields
of activity they can be applied to
Pinpoint the location, type of organisation,

Do you have a job or a career?
A JOB is...
¬ Something you do for money
¬ Has a job description
¬ Content is decided by others
¬ Can lead to burn out
¬ Has to be justified constantly
¬ Can be terminated at a moment’s notice
¬ Connected to the organisation’s
goals and bottom line
¬ Is focussed on results
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A CAREER is...
¬ Something you do to
fulfil your potential
¬ Is part of your life plan
¬ Managed by you
¬ Leads to fulfilment
¬ Has to be reviewed
constantly
¬ Is for life (if you choose)
¬ Part of your life goals
¬ Is focussed on values
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outcomes, salary, and people you want to
work for. Marry the WHAT and the WHERE
to your research about your target field(s) to
get the job or career move you want.
HOW – Identify how you will work
What strategies will you use? You will need
to Commit yourself to the process, Plan in
the short and long term and Review constantly. Develop your own strategies. Use
Informational Interviewing to Collect data
for Pleasure, for Information and for Em-

ployment. You will also need a Plan B.
WHO – Identify your network
The people who will be your eyes and ears
re information, opportunities and jobs. The
network will be something you will put time
into – to support others in their journey.
WHEN – Identify the time scale
Get used to setting goals and taking small
risks. Set Goals: that are SMART: Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Relevant to your
agenda and not to others and Time-bound.
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Are my work and
life in balance?
BALANCING SUSTAINABILITY
AND VISION
IN managing your career there are two elements which have to be taken into account
and kept in balance during the process:
SUSTAINABILITY
This means ensuring that your skills sets and
expertise are up-to-date and marketable. It
also means that you have to ensure an income stream to cover commitments.
To maximise your sustainability you will
need to know what the market is looking for
and what you have to offer.
VISION
This involves identifying what you want
(see Chapter 1 on success) and what you are
capable of. Your vision is based on what you
are passionate about and what enthuses you.
THE GREAT BALANCING ACT:
• Sustainability without vision
You follow the “hot careers” in the market
place and follow the money. Going this route
exclusively means you will be driven purely
by what pays, not by what you are interested
in.
Ultimately, you can wind up in a job that
will pay well but means nothing. Worse still,
you may burn out as you become one of
those “indispensables” who enjoys a wellpaid job which means nothing. Without

vision you will have no aspirations and ultimately no satisfaction.
• Vision without sustainability
You follow your dream – whether or not it is
connected to reality. You may end up doing
what you enjoy but the financial rewards
may be too low to give you any real enjoyment of life.
The things that are part of your vision may
not be marketable and may have to be abandoned or side-lined while you make ends
meet. Your choice, then, is whether your
vision becomes your hobby.
• Combining vision and sustainability
Ideally what you need to do is combine the
two. At the start of our careers we are low on
both vision and sustainability. We may lack
the vision if we have followed the herd at
school and went where there were opportunities rather than asking ourselves what we
really needed. In time we can explore our vision through study, by taking part-time work,
volunteer work or attachments.
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What can I do? Identifying
your skills and role
WHAT ARE SKILLS?
A skill is an action that will produce results
with people, information or things. Skills
may be very broadly defined – as in “communication skills” – which covers a multitude of sub-skills or as precisely defined as
you can make it.
The better your understanding of your
skills sets the better will be your chance of
identifying the best role for yourself. Skills
words have an “-ing” ending: planning, organising etc.
Why are skills so important?
• They are more marketable than traits;
skills point to your achievements.
• Act as the building blocks of your CV.
• HR managers look for achievements and
skills when making decisions.
• Interviewers use competency frameworks
to probe for skills.
• Knowing and doing is not the same thing.
So concentrate on doing.
THREE WAYS TO FIND
YOUR SKILLS SET
1. Finding your skill set from your traits
For example, if you describe yourself as
reliable, ask yourself the question: what were
you actually doing when you were acting
reliably?
2. Finding your skill set from your life story
Identify incidents in your life when you
achieved results you were proud of.
TIP: Ask a friend to listen to your story and
quiz you on what you did – with the objective of extracting as many skills as possible.
You will be surprised at the results.
3. Finding your skill set from previous jobs
You can do this in at least four ways:
• Analyse a work project in the same way
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you did for a life experience (as above).
• Go through your job descriptions – they
will be peppered with skills words.
• Recall any performance reviews or things
you were praised for – these judgments will
include skills words somewhere.
• Recall things you were regularly called
upon to do. These will not only identify the
skills words but will show you the more marketable ones!

-

|

Skill; noun:
An action, or set of
actions, that achieve
results. Transferable
skills are the core
skills we use most of
the time to achieve
our best results.

-

TO identify your most suitable role you will
need to identify your transferable skill set.

3

If you are still stuck putting your finger on
your skill set, try this:
1. Look at the type of equipment or technology you like to use – this will help you
identify your physical skills.
2. Look at your library, books, magazines,
favourite websites – this may give you clues
about your informational skills.
3. Think of ways in which you like to be creative – this will access your creative skills.
4. Consider the way others relate to you, or
ask for your help – this will give you clues
about your inter-personal skills.
5. Identify situations where you took the
lead (or were asked to) – particularly if others were reluctant to get involved – this will
give you data about your managerial skills.
6. Itemise the situations where you have
had to write things down, calculate or classify things – this will identify your administrative skills.
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SKILLS LEVELS
acquire as higher level skills such as analysing data.
Some higher level skills with people, like
You will need to:
leading, mentoring or guiding, are comprised
of dozens or more other skills or sub-skills. It
• Maximise the list of skills that you have.
is very easy to get lost in a forest of skills, so
• Sort those skills into those that are highest
naming, classifying and prioritising needs to
level.
be done.
• Identify those you are enthusiastic about
You would also need to think about the
using.
level at which your skills operate:
• Research the ones are the most marketable.
• Learner
• Average level
• Professional
If you are at a learner or average skill
1. Once you have identified your top skills, prioritise them unlevel, you may need
der the following criteria:
to re-consider training
• Professional – must be marketable.
and development as
part of your career
• Clearly defined: skill + object (eg researching
plan going forward.
online business)
As you inventory
• You like using it and have a talent for it.
your skills you will
2. Research and networking, both on- and off-line, to find jobs
notice that certain
that have these skills at their core.
ones, such as recording, are not as com3. Ask your contacts to suggest roles to you that incorporate
plex or as difficult to
these skills.

Find your role through your skills

What do I know?
Identifying your field
IT is said we live in a knowledge-driven
economy. It is not just a matter of what you
can do – but also what you know and how
you combine the two in a career that suits
and energises you.

ment with the subject will mark you out and
opens doors for you.
Once you are clear where you want to grow
your expertise, you are then looking for a
field of activity in which to use it.

• What do you know?
• What interests you?
• What are you really
interested in?
• Would you like to make
it your career?
You might not consider yourself an expert
at first but, if you are interested in a subject
and motivated to find out about it then, in
time, you can become one.
Your degree of enthusiasm and engage-

4

If CAREER = ROLE + FIELD, then
your field of activity is primarily
determined by your expertise.
Finding your expertise and where
it can be used
It is useful to take a broad view of the
subjects you know about:
Consider the level of your knowledge in
those subjects that interest you – how would
you rate your level of knowledge? Casual?
Amateur? Professional?

7
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WHAT IS UNIQUE ABOUT
YOUR KNOWLEDGE?
• What is the current state of play in the
field you are interested in?
• How difficult or challenging is this field for
you or others?
• Have you a particular talent or taste for it
that others don’t have?
• How would you be considered by others
in the field?
• What level of certification is needed?
• Just how motivated are you?
• Is there further development needed?

and wanting to try everything. The result of
this is that you will drift from one entry-level
job to another.

Once you have considered all of the above
you may decide you need to further your
education through any number of routes.
You have the choice of attending courses,
learning via the internet, becoming involved in
a hands-on way through experience. Choose
the path to learning that suits you best.

COMBINING EXPERTISE AND SKILLS
To reduce the number of possibilities, you could
focus on roles that might be offered to you.
If you have identified your top transferable
skills (see CHAPTER 3) you can match those
skills to possible roles (jobs) in the organisations that value your expertise.
If you are researching opportunities the
question then is: “I am interested in the field
of X – my top skills are A, B and C.”
In your experience what do you call someone in this field that has these skills on their
job specification?
At the end of this chapter you should have
an idea of your favourite subjects and the
fields of activity that would reward them.

THE CHOICES: Specialist vs generalist?
1. Do I see myself as a specialist? Or are my
interests broad?
2. Do I see myself remaining in this specialism for ever?
3. Is the specialism one that is static, or ever-changing?
4. What’s the future of this specialism in the
market place?
5. How do you see your
role changing in the long
term?

COMBINING YOUR FAVOURITE
SUBJECTS TO GENERATE OPTIONS
Most jobs combine several strands of expertise. Examine how your favourite subjects
could work in combination.
Take two subjects e.g. economics and marketing, and identify the types of organisation
which uses and values this expertise. Explore
the options. If you add another subject (e.g.
languages) and you will find the area narrows considerably.

Finding your Field: Useful tips

BRAINSTORMING
YOUR EXPERTISE
TO IDENTIFY YOUR
FAVOURITE FIELDS
Now that you are clear
on your interests and you
have benchmarked your
expertise you can move
on to identify the fields
of activity that could use
these.
The challenge is to be
very specific in what you
are interested in. The mistake many people make is
being open to everything

1. Do an inventory of your areas of interest. List other areas of
knowledge apart from the purely academic: practical hands-on
experience, procedural knowledge, contacts etc.
2. Consider whether you are a specialist or a generalist. You
could also be a specialist who will combine your specialism
with another subject, in time, to create a new field of activity.
3. Benchmark them in terms of level: amateur, student, expert,
professional.
4. Understand your own process of learning; you might be
interested in theories or what works in practice, or what is relevant to you or you might even have a particular fascination for a
specific subject that nobody else shares.
5. Rely on what you have learned through experience.
6. The more precisely you define what you know about the
easier it will be to define fields of activity which could use that
knowledge.
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Where can I go?

advancement
• Lack of proper resources
• Long working hours
• Bullying, harassment and discrimination
in the workplace
• Lack of long-term job security

TO do your best work your working conditions need to be optimum – good support
from colleagues, recognition for your effort
and progress upwards at the right time for
you.
You will need to find the type of organisation or environment that will suit you
by looking at some of the factors that can
make the difference in helping you perform
on the job.

HEAVEN AT WORK – WHAT GETS YOU
GOING?
Numerous studies show that people expect
the following at work:
• Trust and integrity
• Respect and support
• Recognition for special effort
• On-going meaningful feedback
• To be consulted about matters relating to
their own work
• Fairness in reward system
• Opportunities for variety, creativity and
discretion in their work.
• Opportunities for advancement

WHAT WORKING CONDITIONS
BEST SUIT YOU?
One of the most frequently-quoted statistics about people at work is that one in
two people are in the wrong job! Most
people choose to do nothing about this
tragic situation.
HELL AT WORK:
WHAT STOPS YOU PERFORMING?
Some of the major blocks to performance in
the 21st century:
• Unclear goal setting by management;
unrealistic expectations
• Micro-management
• Lack of recognition and opportunities for

Which are the most
relevant for you?

STEP 1: Decide you career
SKILLS
INTERESTS

ROLE
+
FIELD

} = CAREER

STEP 2: Implement plan
CAREER
VISION
NETWORKING
+ RESEARCH
(ON AND OFFLINE)

APPROACH
EMPLOYERS
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How committed are you?

6

SUCCESS in your career means managing the one thing you have exclusive control over and
responsibility for: your attitude.
You must want to succeed and to be prepared for the hard work that it will take. Your
unique success depends on your will to succeed, your focus and your commitment to the
things that are really important.
SUCCESS IN CAREER MANAGEMENT = ATTITUDE + BEHAVIOUR + COMMITMENT

IDENTIFYING YOUR CAREER ABC

proactively! Every day do something to
move your career plans forward. Multiple
small steps on a regular basis build up the
proactive habit and are more enduring that
occasional “heaves!”

A

TTITUDE
What’s your attitude?
To career? To life?

Check your attitude
• Which list do you wish to live by?
• How your attitude drives the process
along: the choice is yours...
Your attitude is the key in moving your career plan forward. The choice is yours - you
can wait for the breaks or create some of
them by putting your best energy with confidence into working on yourself. You have
all the resources you need. Your approach,
commitment and belief in your own capabilities is what will determine the difference between success and failure. You may need to
check out just how committed you are and
how badly you want real change.

B

EHAVIOUR

What is your behaviour?
How proactive are you?
Do you wait for things to
happen or do you make them happen?

Be prepared to be an activist in your career
development. A critical attribute of effective
managers is proactivity. Get used to acting

10

C

OMMITMENT
How committed are you?

Nobody would run a marathon or
compete at a serious level in sport
without a structured regime of training but
many are unwilling to apply similar effort to
maintaining or changing their career.
If you are not prepared to commit to a similar level of effort your career will not progress as it should. For the process to succeed
you must set goals – every goal-setting book
says that.
If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail.
However, the goals need to be judiciously
set. If you over-estimate you will fail, if you
under-estimate your goals you will continue
as you are.
TRADITIONALLY managers define goals
that are SMART: Specific
Measurable
Achievable
Realistic
Time-bound
However, if you set goals in this format
you may lose the benefit of Stretch Goals
which you really want to achieve, and you
are committed to – but you are not quite
sure just how you will achieve them. It might
be worth thinking back to times in your life
when you did not see obstacles that pre-occupy you just now.
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Who can help?
Working with others
CAREER change is practically impossible
without involving other people – you need
help, support and information.
The temptation is find people whose only
role is to help and support you. The process
will be more effective if you can set up networks of people who help each other. Think
of the success of Facebook or Linkedin.
WORKING WITH OTHERS
Networking and “Buddying”
Why no-one is an island
One of the most difficult things to do is to
see ourselves properly in proportion – most
people sell themselves short and under-estimate their capacities, while others over-estimate themselves.
You need feedback and information exchange to narrow the gap in perception
between what you think about yourself and
what others experience. Networking and
buddying is a two-way street. The best way
to get contacts is to make it your strategy
to support and encourage others. The most
well-worn phrase in the business, and possibly the truest, is “what goes round comes
round.”
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whom you can practice presentations
7. Somebody to link you to others.
8. An advocate: somebody to present your
case for you to others.
9. Somebody with whom you can exchange
support.
Be selective in your choice of support. It is
better to have a small number of close contacts than a wide circle. Avoid people who
will give lip service to the idea of support
and who do not commit or follow up.
AVOID TOXICS AND CYNICS
AT ALL COSTS
THE FIVE TYPES OF CONTACTS
1. Those who will give you a job.
2. Those who will give you the inside track
on the job you are going for.
(They will be most useful to you when you
are planning your answers to your questions.)
3. Those who will give you incidental information about the business, industry or job
you are applying for.
4. People with whom you will exchange
information and support and have a productive reciprocal relationship.
5. People who will just waste your time!

IDENTIFYING YOUR SUPPORTS
Identify what is on your shopping list for
support: Select from the following list:
1. Emotional support: to counter deficient self-confidence
and reinforce positive
messages.
1. Everybody needs a network to support them, to provide
2. Someone who
feedback and information and to challenge suspect thinking.
can talk very open2. It is vital to distinguish between different types of contacts
ly about the deeper
and not to have unrealistic expectations.
issues.
3. Show appreciation and respect for your contacts
3. Information sources
4. Get used to talking to people to build up your confidence
4. A sounding board
and experience in using structured interviews
to test your ideas
5. Spend at least 20 hours preparing for a job you are really
5. Reality checking
interested in. The time will be taken up by research, tuning your
6. Someone with
application and preparing points for answers.

Making contacts: useful tips
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MAKING AN IMPRESSION
Effective techniques for networking:
1. Always carry a business card. Pay particular attention to the design and presentation
of your business card – use a professional
printer rather than doing it at home.
2. Use a spreadsheet or contacts programme
on your PC to store numbers, emails and
information about your contacts. Maintain
regularly.
3. Exchange business cards. Take particular
interest in the other person’s business. After

a productive meeting send an email or card
noting a particular point which you found
interesting.
4. Pass on information to your contact on
the basis of needs they have identified to
you. After you have done this a few times
your contacts will be more inclined to return
the favour.
5. Use a notebook to document meetings
(it’s the fastest way). You can enter the data
on your computer later.
6. Send thank-you notes or a card where
somebody has done you a favour.

When and how? Putting it
together and making it happen
ONCE you are clear on what you are looking for and what have got to offer you can
now proceed. To make your chosen career
happen you have to commit yourself to a
realistic course of action on the basis of the
information you have gathered already.
YOUR CAREER = Your chosen ROLE
in your Chosen FIELD
Finding your chosen role:
• Your chosen role can be deduced initially
from your skill set (the WHAT)
• Ask yourself the question: what jobs
(roles) feature
these skills?
• You can also
reduce the options
FIELDS X
by limiting them to
ROLES
your chosen fields.
Finding your
chosen field
ROLE 1
• Your chosen field
can be deduced
initially from your
expertise and interROLE 2
ests (the WHERE).
• Ask yourself
the question: what
fields/industries/disROLE 3
ciplines use/value
them?

12
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• You can also use your skill set to find the
field of your choice. However, start by looking at your expertise and interests.
TOTAL CAREER CHOICES =
Optional Roles X Optional Fields
When you examine your skill set you may
find that you have a number of alternative
roles you could occupy (say 3) and a number
of alternative fields you could work in (say 3)
TOTAL CAREER CHOICES =
3 OPTIONAL ROLES X 3 OPTIONAL
FIELDS = 9 CHOICES

FIELD 1

FIELD 2

FIELD 3
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CREATING YOUR FUTURE:
Do you have a vision? Is it sustainable?
(Will it pay the bills? Do you have a secure
future?)
Reality Check: Balancing Vision and
Sustainability
There are two extremes in visioning your
future:
• “BUSINESS AS USUAL”
This assumes that nothing basically will
change and you will remain in the same rut
as before.
• “BLUE SKIES” THINKING
This assumes that anything is possible and
that given the right conditions anybody can
do anything.
Your objective is to produce a vision that is
somewhere between these two extremes – to
make sure that you are not selling yourself
short or overstating your situation. That is
why you need a realistic inventory of your
abilities.

greatly improved by doing background research on the company you are interested in
and on the methods of selection that they use.
3. In filling a job vacancy employers are
looking for someone to help them solve
their problems and advance their business.
Your job is to help the employer match you
to the job.
4. Successful job-hunters do not rely on
one method exclusively – such as the internet or advertisements in papers and journals.
Research suggests that your rate of success
is increased if you use a small number
of different methods – at best no more
than four.
CAREER PLANNING AND LOOKING
FOR A JOB
If your focus is on looking for a job you need
to prepare yourself by assessing the opportunities on the basis of the information on
your Career Blueprint. If they meet your
criteria you can now proceed to apply for a
job confident that you will be able to make
a serious mid-to-long term commitment to
your prospective employer. Now you are
ready to make the approach.

LOOKING FOR A JOB OR A CAREER?
Make sure that you
are aiming for a career and not a job!
1. Make sure that the
job you apply for is
one that matches your
Most Effective
¬ Discovering the “hidden”
qualifications, interests, skills and values
job market through focussed
and has a place in
networking
your long-term plan.
¬ Approaching employers
2. Research on sucfollowing in-depth research
cessful candidates in
¬ Targeting small to mediselection processes
um-sized businesses
says that your likeli¬ Using your networks properly
hood of success will be
¬ Having a number of alternatives

The best and worst ways
to approach employers
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Least Effective
¬ Sending unsolicited
applications and CVs
¬ Answering ads in
newspapers and journals
¬ Using only one method
¬ Some job-finding
agencies
¬ “Winging it!”

CAREER DETECTION: Finding and Managing
CAREERYour
DETECTION:
Career
Finding and Managing Your Career

FINALSTEPS

Useful Tips

1.		
2.		
3.		

Field practice interviews.
Network both online AND offline.

To test your career plan you will have to network 		
		
and train. Only then should you approach potential
		employers.

4.		

Make a realistic inventory of what you need, what
		
you know and the skills you possess to achieve 		
		your goals.

5.		
		
		

6.		
		

7.		
		

8.		
		

9.		
		

Your ideal career is a combination of the role you
are best suited to in the field of activity that uses 		
your favourite areas of expertise.
Every career has its landmarks; mid-career crises
are a part of living.
Visualise your future career judiciously balancing
your aspirations with a realistic picture of yourself.
Be strategic in the way that you identify
opportunities and approach potential employers.
Set goals – small, medium and large; achieve them
and don’t forget to celebrate!

10.

Pick up more practical tips and guide your choices
		
by picking up the Career & Life Planning work
		book at www.brianmcivor.com
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The career cycle
STEPS TO A DREAM JOB/CAREER

1. Identify your success
2. Find your skills and role
3. Find your field
(from INTERESTS)

4. Network on and offline
to check your plan
5. Identify opportunities
6. Get selected!
7. Review your plan
periodically
15

ALSO IN THE BRIAN McIVOR
CAREER SERIES:

&
LIFE PLANNING
CAREER

Finding + Managing
Your Career

BE
INTERVIEW
WISE
HOW TO
PREPARE AND
MANAGE YOUR
INTERVIEWS

WORKBOOK

BRIAN
MCIVOR

BRIAN
McIVOR

“A job
is just a
job but
a career
is for life”
Brian McIvor

LOG ON TO
BRIANMCIVOR.COM

